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Accurate quantum computations based on the density functional theory have been performed to
study the relationship between the electronic geometry and antioxidant capacity of chlorogenic
acid, silybin and all geometric stereoisomers of cynarine, isolated from plant extract of Cynara
scolymus and Silybum marianum. To elucidate their antioxidant activity, the HOMO orbital
distribution, adiabatic ionization potential (AIP), spin density in free radicals, homolytic dissociation enthalpies (BDE), and proton dissociation enthalpies (PDE) of the O–H bonds have
been calculated. For minimum energy conformations, the antioxidative parameters were
quantitatively analyzed at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. The results have shown that
the hydrogen transfer mechanism is more preferable in nonpolar medium than in water. From
the results obtained we can conclude that SET-PT (single electron transfer followed by proton
transfer) is the most preferred mechanism in water medium. The catechol moiety and planar
geometry of trans-stilbene and cis-stilbene moieties in cynarine stereoisomers, chlorogenic acid
and their phenoxy radicals strongly contribute to enhancement of the antioxidant activity of
these compounds. Trans,trans-cynarine appears to be the best candidate for proton and
hydrogen atom donor. It has been predicted that cis,cis, trans,cis and cis,trans stereoisomers of
cynarine show antioxidant capacity. Our study shows that all of the investigated compounds
reveal strong antioxidant activity.
Keywords: DFT method; hepatoprotective compounds; silybin; cynarine; antioxidant.

1. Introduction
Within the past decade multiple bene¯cial e®ects of silymarin (extract obtained from
the seeds of the milk thistle of Silybum marianum) for the prevention and treatment
‡Corresponding

author.
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of many liver diseases have been reported.1,2 The major component of this plant
extract is °avonolignan silybin (3,5,7-trihydroxy-2-[3-(R)-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-2-(R)-(hydroxymethyl)-2,3-dihydro-1,4-benzodioxin-6-yl]chroman-4-one)
(Fig. 1) which shows strong biological activity and is used as hepatoprotective drug.
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Fig. 1. The molecular structures of (a) trans,trans-cynarine, (b) cis,trans-cynarine, (c) trans,cis-cynarine,
(d) cis,cis-cynarine, (e) silybin, and (f ) chlorogenic acid.
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Antioxidant, metal-binding and DNA-damaging properties of °avonolignans have
been studied by Vacek et al.3 Also Zatloukalova et al.4 have investigated the interactions of these compounds with DNA. In this paper the binding ability of °avonolignans to DNA in the presence of Cu (II) has been examined. Recently, it has
become increasingly clear that cynarine (1,5-dica®eoylquinic acid) and chlorogenic
acid (3-(3,4-dihydroxycinnamoyl)quinic acid) (Fig. 1) are naturally occurring compounds which convey a number of health bene¯ts to humans and may very well be
antioxidants, anticancer and antihepatotoxic agents for several diseases states.5–7
The biological properties of cynarine have been con¯rmed by Panizzi and Scarpati.8
In this work the authors isolated from Cynara scolymus a crystalline substance which
can also be found in Cynara cardunculus. They have shown that the substance,
which they had originally named as \cynarine", stimulates biliary secretion and
cholesterol metabolism. W
ojcicki9 studied the e®ect of 1,5-dica®eylquinic acid
(cynarine) on cholesterol levels in serum and liver of acute ethanol-treated rats.
He reported that in rats receiving ethanol and cynarine simultaneously, a distinct
reduction of the serum and hepatic cholesterol levels was observed. A study on
enzymatic degradation of cynarine has been reported by W€olkart et al.10 The authors
have demonstrated that cynarine is highly susceptible to enzymatic degradation and
oxidation in hydroalcoholic solutions. In this paper the authors show that polyphenol
oxidase (PPO) is mainly responsible for the oxidative degradation of cynarine.
Electrospray ionization-liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (ESI-LC-MS)
method was used to monitor this e®ect and to determine the kinetics of degradation.
The common experimental recognition of the antioxidant activity of novel chlorogenic acid derivatives has been reported by Kweon et al.11 Employing 1,1-diphenyl2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) free radical and superoxide anion radical in the xanthine
oxidase assay system they measured antioxidant capacity of the derivatives of
chlorogenic acid. This study has revealed that all of the compounds studied exhibit
high scavenging activity. Additionally, the authors have shown that these compounds
1450004-4
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have inhibitory e®ects on xanthine oxidase. The anti-in°ammatory properties of
chlorogenic acid have been investigated by Dong et al.12 The purpose of this study
was to investigate the e®ects of chlorogenic acid on liver in°ammation and ¯brosis
induced by carbon tetrachloride. The authors have demonstrated that the hepatic
mRNA expression and serum levels of tumour necrosis factor- (TNF-), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and interleukin-1 (IL-1) were signi¯cantly increased in CCl4treated rats and attenuated by cotreatment with chlorogenic acid. Also in this
important study the authors have proved that the chlorogenic acid may e±ciently
inhibit CCl4-induced liver ¯brosis in rats and the protective e®ect may be due to the
inhibition of TLR4/MyD88/NF-B signaling pathway. The antioxidant potency of
chlorogenic acid has been investigated in vitro and in vivo by Sato et al.13 They have
used an intestinal ischemia-reperfusion model to evaluate antioxidant activities
in vivo. They have found that the compound positively a®ected intestinal ischemiareperfusion injury. They have also investigated ca®eic acid, which can be obtained by
hydrolyses of chlorogenic acid in the intestines. The results obtained show that
ca®eic acid has stronger antioxidant activity than chlorogenic acid. It is worth
bearing in mind that also absorption and emission properties of various substituted
cinnamic acids and cinnamates have been investigated by Promkatkaew et al.14 The
antibacterial potency and mechanism of chlorogenic acid activity against bacteria
have been for the ¯rst time examined by Lou et al.15 The data obtained revealed that
at the minimum inhibitory concentration of this compound the extent of inhibition of
the growth of all tested bacterial pathogens is signi¯cantly high. The results supported by experimental data show that this antioxidant is able to bind to the outer
membrane and to disrupt it. Finally, during this process cytoplasm macromolecules
were released which led to the cell death. The utility of silymarin in the treatment of
the liver diseases has been investigated by Saller et al.16 The studies have shown that
silymarin has metabolic and cell-regulating e®ects at concentrations found in clinical
conditions, namely carrier-mediated regulation of cell membrane permeability,
scavenging of reactive oxygen species (ROS) of the R–OH type, action on DNAexpression, for example, via suppression of nuclear factor (NF)-kappa B and inhibition of the 5-lipoxygenase pathway. The data obtained from case record studies
involving 452 patients with Amanita phalloides poisoning revealed a highly signi¯cant di®erence in mortality in favour of silybin (mortality 9.8% versus 18.3% with
standard treatment; p < 0:01).
Trouillas et al.17 have performed quantum calculations and experimental studies to elucidate the antioxidant activity of °avonolignans from silymarin. In this
important work the antioxidant parameters for silybin and its derivatives (methylated at di®erent positions) were computed adopting DFT method. The authors have
proved that for these compounds the electron transfer mechanism is more preferred
than the H-atom transfer mechanism. Furthermore, detailed conformational analysis
and its relation to the antioxidant capacity have been analyzed. It should be stressed
that in this work oxidation potentials were determined experimentally. Moreover,
quantum-chemical calculations were performed to verify experimental results.
1450004-5
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In view of the lack of knowledge about the mechanisms of action of cynarine
isomers and chlorogenic acid as free radicals scavengers we have decided to study
these mechanisms using quantum chemistry approach. Only Trouillas17 reported
theoretical and experimental investigation of the antioxidant activity of silybin and
its derivatives. Also in our work we studied silybin in order to explain other mechanisms of free radicals scavenging realized by this compound. It should be stressed
that the study by Trouillas has inspired us to investigate other compounds with
strong hepatoprotective properties. The main purpose of the present study is to
explain the role of di®erent OH groups in the antioxidant activity of the compounds
studied. We theoretically explain the mechanisms of the free radicals scavenging by
the compounds presented. Moreover, a systematic conformational analysis has been
performed to investigate the relation between antioxidant capacity and the geometric features of the most stable conformers. Taking into account that antioxidant
processes mainly occur in living cells with water environment the solvent e®ects have
been examined. Furthermore, we predict which of the mechanisms studied is the
most preferred for each compound studied.

2. Computational Methods
All quantum computations were made using the Gaussian 09 W package.18 Full
optimization of the electronic geometry of the compounds investigated was carried
out without symmetry constraints and with the use of Cartesian coordinates. For the
species having more conformers, all conformers were investigated. The conformers
with the lowest electronic energy were used in this work. For the optimization of
geometries and energies in their ground state the Becke's three-parameter hybrid
functional B3LYP with the gradient-corrected correlation functional by Lee et al.19
and the 6-311G(d,p) functional basis set were employed. Its choice was motivated by
the fact that this functional basis gives a quite reliable estimation of antioxidant
parameters and a better description of electronic interaction far from the nucleus
(electron delocalization) due to the presence of polarization functions. Because of
the computational cost for the chemical systems studied, larger basis sets were not
considered in calculations. The optimization procedure adopted to radicals was
applied in two steps. At the ¯rst step the parent geometries of the compounds
studied were optimized. In further calculations these geometries have been used to
obtain energy-minimum structures of phenoxy radicals and cation radicals. As
radicals and cation radicals are open-shell systems, for the full optimization of their
structures the unrestricted B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory was applied. The
computations for the phenoxy radicals and cation radicals were performed from the
fully-optimized geometries of the neutral molecules, after H-atom abstraction from
OH groups and electron abstraction from the neutral compounds. It should be
stressed that during full optimization of geometry of the open-shell systems examined
the spin contamination was monitored. Finally, for the fully optimized geometries,
the harmonic frequencies were analytically computed to verify whether these
1450004-6
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geometries correspond to true energy minima on the potential energy surface (PES).
The positive values of these harmonic frequencies prove that these geometries are in
local energy minima on the PES. When imaginary value of frequency is detected in
the computations, the geometry corresponding to this frequency is in the saddle
point on the PES. In all our computations positive values of the harmonic frequencies
were obtained. Besides, we employed the harmonic frequencies calculations to
extract the zero-point energy correction, enthalpy and thermal corrections to the
enthalpies computed. The zero-point vibrational energies were scaled by a factor of
0.9805.20 To investigate the in°uence of geometric stereoisomerism on the antioxidant activity three stereoisomers of cynarine were studied: trans,trans-cynarine,
trans,cis-cynarine, cis,trans-cynarine and cis,cis-cynarine (Fig. 1).
PES was built by changing the dihedral angles  (C5–C6–C7 –C8) and  (C1–C2–
C3–C4) in chlorogenic acid and geometric isomers of cynarine. The conformational
energy map was obtained through discrete rotation of these selected torsional angles,
in 10 increments from 0 to 180 . At each point, the total energy was computed at
the HF/6-31þG(d) level of theory. Since the relative hydrogen orientation in OH
groups is also the most important geometrical parameter, for the most stable geometries obtained from previous full optimizations, the PESs describing the relation
between these orientations and total energy were built. These surfaces were generated at the HF/6-31þG(d) level of theory by changing the corresponding dihedral
angles in 60 increments with constraint on all other geometrical parameters. In the
calculations we used the angle increment by 60 in order to ¯nd out whether in the
most stable conformations the hydrogen atoms from the OH groups were in the plane
of the molecule or out of the plane. Afterwards, the most stable structures obtained
from the scan were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level without any
geometrical and symmetry constraints around each potential minimum.
The homolytic bond dissociation enthalpies (BDE) were computed as the di®erences between enthalpies of reagents (phenoxy radicals, hydrogen atom and neutral
molecule of antioxidant) under standard conditions (1 atm. and 298.15 K). To calculate this antioxidant parameter the following mathematical formula was used:
BDE ¼ Hradical þ HH  Hneutral ;

ð1Þ

where Hradical refers to the total enthalpy of phenoxy radical, HH is the total enthalpy
of the hydrogen atom, while Hneutral denotes the total enthalpy of the neutral compound. In this paper the total enthalpies of the species were computed as the sum of
total electronic energy, zero-point energy and the translational, rotational and
vibrational contributions to the total enthalpy. Finally, RT term was added to
convert the energy to enthalpy. The correlation between experimental values of the
BDE and computed ones was discussed. The adiabatic ionization potential (AIP)
was estimated according to the following formula:
AIP ¼ Hcation radical þ Helectron  Hradical ;
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in which Hcation radical is the total enthalpy of a cation radical, whereas Helectron
denotes the total enthalpy of the electron. The proton dissociation enthalpy (PDE)
was computed according to the expression below:
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PDE ¼ Hradical þ HHþ  Hcation radical ;

ð3Þ

in which HHþ refers to the total enthalpy of the proton.
In the calculations, the following enthalpy values were used:
HðH¢Þvacuum ¼ 0:49764 Ha (i.e. hartree) HðHþ Þ ¼ 0:00236 Ha, gas-phase enthalpy
of electron Hðe Þ ¼ 0; 20977 Ha,21HðHÞsolv ¼ 0:00152 Ha. Because Hþ and e
solvation enthalpies in water are not available and their values depend on the
quantum method used, they were determined using CPCM B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
calculations as the enthalpy changes in the processes:
þ
H2 OðH2 OÞ þ H þ
ðvacuumÞ ! H3 O ðH2 OÞ ;

H2 OðH2 OÞ þ e 
ðvacuumÞ ! H2 O ðH2 OÞ :

Adopting this theoretical model we obtained the following values:
Hðe Þsolv ¼ 0:20043 Ha, HðHþ Þsolv ¼ 0:39838 Ha. To perform these calculations we adopted the method proposed by Rimarčík et al.21
The HOMO orbital distribution in parent molecules was determined for their fully
optimized geometries of parent molecules. However, the three-dimensional spin
density distribution and spin density on carbon and oxygen atoms were computed for
the most energetically stable geometries of the phenoxy radicals. For these calculations unrestricted B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory has been employed.
The solvent e®ects were considered by using the continuum polarizable solvation
model (CPCM)22 implemented in Gaussian 09 W package. In this simple model water
is assumed to be a continuum medium with a characteristic dielectric constant. The
UAO model of solvation cavity was used in our calculations. The CPCM computations were performed with tesserae of 0.2 
A average size. The polarizable dielectric
medium is described by the dielectric constant of the solvent (78.39 for water). The
solvent e®ects on the values of antioxidant parameters were estimated for the equilibrium geometries obtained in vacuum. It should be pointed out that we investigated
the in°uence of polar medium on AIP values because of the presence of charged
species (cation radical are able to interact strongly with polar environment). The
calculation results obtained in vacuum can be related to antioxidative behavior of the
compounds studied in nonpolar environment of the lipid-peptide membranes of living
cells. The above methods and parameters selected were proven to be rational and
e±cacious by our previous published works23–25 and many other theoretical studies.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Geometrical analysis
At the ¯rst step we performed conformation analysis to investigate the relation
between geometry of the compounds studied and their antioxidant activity. The
1450004-8
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geometry is the most important factor which has a great in°uence on the electron
delocalization which is the major electronic property determining the antioxidant
potency. Figure 2 presents the equilibrium geometries of the compounds studied. The
geometrical parameters (dihedral angles, bond lengths) computed at the B3LYP
level of theory in vacuum and water medium are presented in the Tables 1 and 2. It
should be stressed that all geometries computed in this study are in global minima on
the PES. This ¯nding is supported by the fact that all values of computed harmonic

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 2. The optimized molecular geometries of (a) trans,trans-cynarine, (b) cis,trans-cynarine,
(c) trans,cis-cynarine, (d) cis,cis-cynarine, (e) silybin, and (f ) chlorogenic acid obtained with a use of the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
1450004-9
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(e)

(f)
Fig. 2.

(Continued )

frequencies are positive. A close look into the results obtained allows to conclude that
trans-stilbene and cis-stilbene moieties in stereoisomers of cynarine, chlorogenic acid,
their radicals and cation radicals are planar both in vacuum and water medium
(Fig. 2). Only in cis,cis-cynarine and cis,trans-cynarine can we observe a deviation of
one cis-stilbene moiety from planarity (Table 2). From the results obtained we can
conclude that planar conformations of the °at compounds enhance their antioxidant
activity. The planar geometry of the stilbene fragments provides more energetically
favorable electron density delocalization over the phenyl rings. The equilibrium bond
lengths are similar in each compound studied. The analysis of these values in the
stereoisomers investigated reveals that they are comparable (Table 1). It should be
Table 1. The computed values of particular O–H bond lengths [
A] in optimized molecules,
obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory in vacuum and (water medium).
Cis,transcynarine

Trans,ciscynarine

Cis,ciscynarine

Trans,transcynarine

Chlorogenic
acid

Silybin

O2 –H2

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.97)

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.97)

O3 –H3

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.96)

0.97
(0.96)

0.96
(0.96)

0.97
(0.97)

0.96
(0.96)

O5 –H5

0.96
(0.97)

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.97)

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.96)

0.96
(0.96)

Bond
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Table 2. The equilibrium magnitudes of dihedral angles [ ] computed at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory in vacuum.
Torsion
angle
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C1 –C2 –C3 –C4
C5 –C6 –C7 –C8

Cis,transcynarine

Trans,ciscynarine

Cis,ciscynarine

Trans,transcynarine

Chlorogenic
acid

153.22
178.03

178.61
176.26

152.23
179.75

178.46
178.99

179.49




pointed out that the hydrogen atoms from the hydroxyl groups are in positions
co-planar with phenyl rings. This orientation of hydrogen atoms may provide the
most energetically preferable interaction with free radicals in living cells. From the
¯ndings obtained we can claim that stilbene skeleton contributes to enhancement
of the stability of ester bonds in chlorogenic acid and cynarine geometrical isomers.
The , -unsaturated systems in cynarine stereoisomers and chlorogenic acid provide signi¯cant stability of ester bond. The vinyl bond connecting phenyl ring and
the second fragment of geometric stereoisomers studied has double-bond characteristics with typical optimized length 1.35 
A. This suggests that the presence of a
-delocalization system in chlorogenic acid and geometric stereoisomers of cynarine
contributes to conjugative stabilization e®ect. Fully optimized geometries of these
open-shell systems have semi-quinone geometry, in which unpaired electron is
delocalized over trans-stilbene moiety and the vinyl bond.
The geometric analysis gives also insight into the importance of H-bonding in the
compounds studied. We observe a strong stabilizing e®ect by this bond between two
OH groups in phenyl rings and between H-atom of OH group and O-atom of
methoxy group in silybin (Fig. 3). From these results we can conclude that these
bonds may have strong e®ect on stability of the O–H bond. What is more, hydrogen
bonding facilitates the proton and hydrogen atom transfer from the OH group in the

4

OH
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O
H

OH

O

2

O

H
O

HO

3

Hydrogen bonding
interaction

O

OH

1

(a)
Fig. 3. The hydrogen bonding interactions in silybin, (a) trans,trans-cynarine (b) and chlorogenic
acid (c).
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(Continued )

media studied. Also, in geometric stereoisomers of cynarine there are strong hydrogen bonding interactions between OH groups in catechol moieties (Fig. 3). The
average length of these bonds is 2.1 
A, which suggests that the hydrogen bonding
interactions in these compounds are considerable. Furthermore, in cyclohexane
moiety of geometric isomers of cynarine and chlorogenic acid there are strong
hydrogen bonding interactions between OH groups (Fig. 3).
1450004-12
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3.2. Antioxidant parameters (BDE, PDE, AIP)
There are two mechanisms by which antioxidants can scavenge harmful free radicals
in living cells. The ¯rst mechanism 

 hydrogen transfer mechanism (HAT) is based
on direct hydrogen abstraction from the antioxidant, while the second 

 single
electron transfer followed by proton transfer (SET-PT) involves the proton and
electron transfer process. Generally, in the biological systems the ¯rst mechanism
dominates in nonpolar environments in the cell regions, whereas the second mechanism mainly occurs in polar environments. BDE values are associated with the HAT
mechanism, while AIP and PDE values correspond to the SET-PT mechanism.
Analysis of AIP values in water medium reveals signi¯cant in°uence of this medium
on the antioxidant activity of the compounds studied. As seen from Table 3 all the
compounds studied have dramatically lower value of AIP in water medium than in
vacuum. This result con¯rms the fact that in polar medium the compounds studied
are more susceptible to donate electron. Probably the charged species of cation
radicals strongly interact with polar environment. From among antioxidants
investigated silybin is the most sensitive to electron donation in the media examined.
It is likely that the practically planar geometry of silybin favors this property. Planar
geometry implies that delocalization of free electron in phenoxy radicals is more
energetically preferred. It should be stressed that the cynarine stereoisomers studied
are characterized by similar values of AIP in the media studied, which means that
these geometrical isomers have comparable ability to donate electron in the biological systems. From among the steroisomers studied trans,cis-cynarine has highest
ability to donate electron in the media considered.
The direct comparison between the theoretical and experimental AIP (obtained
in nonpolar environment) values (resorcinol AIPexp ¼ 199:0 kcal/mol, hydroquinone
AIPexp ¼ 194:6 kcal/mol) shows that the experimental data values are higher than
those that we found in vacuum. Probably, the presence of electron donating groups
directly attached to the phenyl rings in the compounds considered decreases the
energy di®erence between neutral molecule and its cation radical, leading to the
lower calculated AIP values than experimental ones.
Analysis of the BDE values (Tables 4 and 5) reveals that the bond O1–H1 in
trans,trans-cynarine is the most susceptible to homolytic dissociation in water
Table 3. The computed values of the AIP [kcal mol1 ] obtained
in vacuum and water medium at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level
of theory.
Chemical compound

AIP (vacuum)

AIP (water medium)

Cis,trans-cynarine
Trans,cis-cynarine
Cis,cis-cynarine
Trans,trans-cynarine
Chlorogenic acid
Silybin

175.355
172.665
174.012
175.848
184.943
171.394

20.981
21.678
20.563
23.002
22.238
20.33
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Table 4. The computed values of BDE [kcal mol1 ] obtained in vacuum at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
Chemical compound

O1 –H1

O2 –H2

O3 –H3

O4 –H4

O5 –H5

O6 –H6

Cis,trans-cynarine
Trans,cis-cynarine
Cis,cis-cynarine
Trans,trans-cynarine
Chlorogenic acid
Silybin

74.994
73.324
82.223
73.158
72.841
85.467

82.442
85.486
74.866
85.272
85.065
87.745

105.980
105.949
105.776
105.873
105.095
104.531

100.891
100.213
101.022
100.804
99.812
99.015

85.028
74.805
85.334
84.943
102.171
76.594

73.073
82.699
73.400
73.039







medium, whereas the O6–H6 bond can easily break with the abstraction of hydrogen
atom in vacuum. These facts can be explained by the presence of trans-stilbene
moiety. Furthermore, we can conclude that the weakest bond in each compound is
the one in para-position relatively to the trans-stilbene moiety. Analyzing the computed values of BDE in the stereoisomers studied we can conclude that O1–H1 and
O6–H6 bonds are very sensitive to homolytic break in the media studied. Moreover,
cis,cis-cynarine and trans,trans-cynarine have comparable ability to donate hydrogen atom. Note that O3H3, O4H4 hydroxyl groups in geometrical stereoisomers have
similar values of the BDE, which means that these groups possess similar abilities to
donate hydrogen atom. It should be pointed out that the weakest bond appears in
chlorogenic acid (O1–H1 bond) and is mainly responsible for its antioxidant activity.
On the basis of the results obtained we can claim that the presence of catechol moiety
in cynarine stereoisomers and chlorogenic acid is the main structural feature associated with the antioxidant activity. This moiety confers high stability to the phenoxy radicals formed after free radicals capture. In the silybin molecule the lowest
value of the BDE is obtained for its O5–H5 bond. This result is in an excellent
agreement with the calculations performed by Trouillas et al.17 It is probably due to
the stabilizing e®ect of hydrogen bonding between the oxygen atom of methoxy group
and the hydrogen atom from O5H5 group.
The computed BDE values indicate that O3–H3 and O4–H4 bonds stand out from
the other bonds as those of the highest stability in the media studied. Comparing the
magnitudes of the BDE in vacuum and water medium we ¯nd out that the stability
of all O3–H3 bonds decreases, while that of the O4–H4 bonds increases in water
Table 5. The computed values of BDE [kcal mol1 ] obtained in water medium at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
Chemical compound

O1 –H1

O2 –H2

O3 –H3

O4 –H4

O5 –H5

O6 –H6

Cis,trans-cynarine
Trans,cis-cynarine
Cis,cis-cynarine
Trans,trans-cynarine
Chlorogenic acid
Silybin

76.048
74.425
79.060
74.348
74.289
84.798

79.423
82.038
75.687
81.961
81.988
88.657

104.676
105.157
104.316
104.206
103.681
102.320

101.192
101.026
100.913
100.825
100.284
99.512

82.412
79.583
81.302
82.082
101.416
77.646

74.887
76.205
74.877
74.557
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medium. The O–H bonds in para-position to the vinyl bond in trans-stilbene moiety
become stronger in water environment. Hence, we can conclude that the polar
medium strongly contributes to stability of these bonds. In other words, the water
medium makes a homolytic dissociation of these bonds di±cult.
As the compounds investigated are polyphenolic derivatives we can compare
the computed values of BDE with the experimental data. We do not possess the
experimental data for the compounds studied, hence using the data for phenol,
resorcinol, hydroquinone, and p-aminophenol is expedient. According to our results
we state that this data is in a good agreement with the BDE estimated for phenol,
resorcinol, hydroquinone, and p-aminophenol. The most recent experimental values
of the BDE for phenol are 88:3  0:8 kcal/mol26 and 88:7  0:5 kcal/mol,27 where the
latter is retained as the more reliable one. However, the experimentally estimated
values of the BDE for resorcinol, hydroquinone and p-aminophenol are 86.7, 81.5
and 77.3 kcal/mol, respectively.28 Note that deviations between the remaining
computed and experimental BDE values lie within 5 kcal/mol. This fact strongly
indicates that our calculation method provides the reliable BDE results for the
antioxidants studied.
A close look into the BDE and AIP values for all compounds investigated shows
that AIP values obtained in vacuum are signi¯cantly higher than those of BDE. In
contrast, in water medium we can observe exactly opposite tendency. Summarizing,
the results obtained lead to a suggestion that in nonpolar environments the compounds studied can be more susceptible to hydrogen atom donation than in water
medium, whereas in polar medium these compounds show higher ability to donate
electron than in vacuum.
PDE is a useful physical parameter to characterize the antioxidant activity of the
compounds studied and describes the ability of these compounds to donate proton in
the environments investigated. The antioxidants with lower values of PDE are more
susceptible to proton abstraction. It should be pointed out that SET-PT mechanism
of antioxidant action is mainly determined by the values of this parameter. The
calculated values of PDE in vacuum in water medium are presented in Tables 6
and 7. Analysis of the PDE indicates that the most prone to the proton donation are
the OH groups, localized in para-position to trans-stilbene skeleton. It is interesting
to note that the O3H3 and O4H4 groups have the lowest ability to donate proton in
Table 6. The computed values of PDE [kcal mol1 ] obtained in vacuum at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
Chemical compound

O1 –H1

O2 –H2

O3 –H3

O4 –H4

O5 –H5

O6 –H6

Cis,trans-cynarine
Trans,cis-cynarine
Cis,cis-cynarine
Trans,trans-cynarine
Chlorogenic acid
Silybin

226.556
227.464
235.129
224.227
214.822
240.993

234.005
239.727
227.772
236.341
227.033
243.265

257.542
260.197
258.681
256.943
247.069
260.054

252.453
254.461
253.928
251.874
241.786
254.535

236.590
229.054
238.240
236.013
244.151
232.118

224.636
236.948
226.306
224.109
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Table 7. The computed values of PDE [kcal mol1 ] obtained in water medium at
the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
Chemical compound

O1 –H1

O2 –H2

O3 -H3

O4 -H4

O5 –H5

O6 –H6

Cis,trans-cynarine
Trans,cis-cynarine
Cis,cis-cynarine
Trans,trans-cynarine
Chlorogenic acid
Silybin

7.180
4.861
10.609
3.459
4.164
16.574

10.555
12.473
7.236
11.072
11.863
20.434

35.808
35.592
35.866
33.318
33.555
34.096

32.324
31.461
32.463
29.936
30.159
31.288

13.544
10.018
12.851
11.193
31.291
9.423

6.019
6.640
6.427
3.668







the media studied, whereas the O1–H1 and O6–H6 bonds are the most susceptible
to proton donation in the media studied. From all the stereoisomers studied in
trans,trans-cynarine the O1H1 group has the highest ability to donate proton in
water medium, while the O6H6 group reveals this ability in vacuum. As follows from
our results, chlorogenic acid has the highest ability to donate proton in vacuum
(nonpolar medium). The high acidity of this compound can be associated with the
presence of trans-stilbene moiety and ester bond in this molecule. Moreover, the
strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding between two hydroxyl groups in phenyl ring
(optimized O1–H2 bond length is 2.17 
A, Fig. 3) contributes to the enhancement
of the acidity of chlorogenic acid. Additionally, the presence of catechol moiety in
chlorogenic acid determines the importance of the O1H1 and O2H2 groups as proton
donors. The signi¯cantly high values of the PDE in vacuum suggest that the compounds investigated show rather poor ability to donate proton in nonpolar media.
When the solvent is included in the quantum calculations, the PDE values are
signi¯cantly lower than in vacuum. This result reveals that the compounds studied
are able to donate more proton in polar environment than in nonpolar medium.
Besides, the results obtained suggest that the SET-PT mechanism of free radicals
scavenging can dominate in water medium. In water medium very low values of
PDE are strongly correlated with high acidity of the compounds studied in polar
environment. Probably, polar medium enables the abstraction of proton from the
hydroxyl groups. The results obtained prove that antioxidant properties of the
compounds investigated depend strongly on the presence of polar solvents. Further
quantum calculations are needed to determine the thermodynamical parameter such
as the free Gibbs enthalpy which can enable assessment of the thermodynamic
spontaneity of the reaction of the compounds studied with water molecules. On the
basis of these calculations we will investigate the energetic stability of the ionic forms
of antioxidants examined. Also, accurate kinetics analysis is needed to compute the
energy of activation of the process of ions and radicals formation and to determine
the rate constants of the reactions studied. Also, sequential proton loss electron
transfer (SPLET) mechanism for free radicals scavenging will be studied in our
future work.
The spin density is the most important parameter correlated with the antioxidant
activity of the compounds studied. This parameter was computed at unrestricted
1450004-16
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B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level in vacuum and water medium. Figure 4 presents the
values of this density on particular atoms in chlorogenic acid in the media studied.
Spin density characterizes the distribution of electron spin in the phenoxy radicals
and is responsible for the energetic stability of these radicals. The high spin density

Fig. 4. The spin density on particular atoms in phenoxy radicals of chlorogenic acid computed with a use
of the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
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Fig. 4.

(Continued )

at any site of the radicals is strongly associated with the reactivity of these sites.
Analysis of the computed spin densities reveals their signi¯cantly high concentration
on oxygen atoms in trans-stilbene moiety (Fig. 4). Other compounds examined show
similar distribution of spin on these atoms. Furthermore, we observe that all atoms
of the trans-stilbene moiety in chlorogenic acid and cynarine geometric stereoisomers
are characterized by nonzero values of spin density. The presence of vinyl bond is
responsible for the considerable spin delocalization. High contribution to the global
spin density from the atoms of vinyl bond leads to a conclusion that this fragment of
the molecules studied is sensitive to the attack of free radicals. Our results show that
water medium decreases the spin density. Probably, this ¯nding is correlated with a
strong interaction of polar medium with phenoxy radicals. Taking into account the
fact that, the lower the values of spin density, the higher the energetic stability of
the phenoxy radicals, we can conclude that in polar medium the phenoxy radicals
studied are more stable than in vacuum.
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The antioxidative behavior of many antioxidants can be elucidated by the distribution of the HOMO molecular orbitals and their eigenvalues computed with the
use of the quantum chemistry methods. It should be noted that the antioxidants
with lower energy of this orbital have poorer ability to donate electron during
interaction with free radicals. The molecular-electron donating ability is strictly
correlated with the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) eigenvalue, while
active redox sites in antioxidants are determined by high values of energy of HOMO
orbitals. Moreover, the high electronic density of distribution of HOMO orbital
determines in antioxidants the most probable sites which can be easily attacked by
free radicals. The three-dimensional shapes (Fig. 5) of the HOMO orbital distribution in the chlorogenic acid and trans,trans-cynarine show that the high density
of this distribution is mainly localized over trans-stilbene moiety. We ¯nd that in
the rest of the cynarine stereoisomers the shape of HOMO orbital is mainly delocalized over cis-stilbene moiety. The torsion angle in this moiety minimizes the steric
hindrances and allows this delocalization. Besides, the signi¯cantly high density of

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. The three-dimensional distribution of HOMO orbital for (a) trans,trans-cynarine,
(b) cis,trans-cynarine, (c) trans,cis-cynarine, (d) cis,cis-cynarine, (e) silybin, and (f ) chlorogenic acid
computed with a use of the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5.

(Continued )
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(f )
Fig. 5.

(Continued )

Table 8. The computed HOMO orbital [eV] eigenvalues obtained in
vacuum and water medium at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
Chemical compound

HOMO (vacuum)

HOMO (water medium)

Cis,trans-cynarine
Trans,cis-cynarine
Cis,cis-cynarine
Trans,trans-cynarine
Chlorogenic acid
Silybin

6.897
6.465
6.655
6.903
7.124
6.134

6.745
6.331
6.568
6.817
7.041
6.088

HOMO orbital at the trans-stilbene fragment indicates that this region is characterized by many active redox sites. As follows from the ¯ndings obtained, the HOMO
eigenvalues in gas phase is lower than in water medium for all the substances studied
(Table 8). According to this result we can conclude that all the antioxidants studied
are more active in water medium, since they are more susceptible to ionization. This
result is in a good agreement with the computed values of AIP in water medium and
proves that in water medium the compounds studied have higher ability to scavenge
free radicals via SET mechanism. Comparing the computed values of energies of
HOMO orbital we claim that silybin is characterized by the highest value of this
parameter in the media studied. Therefore, this compound has a signi¯cant ability to
interact with free radicals and to scavenge them by electron donation process.
4. Conclusions
The quantum computations performed within the DFT method showed that the
studied biologically active components of Cynara scolymus and Silybum marianum
are very e±cient antioxidants. It has been found that in water medium these compounds can mainly scavenge the free radicals by the SET mechanism. As follows from
the results obtained, the HAT mechanism is more preferred in nonpolar media than in
water medium. Hence, we can conclude that this mechanism may play a considerable
1450004-21
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role in nonpolar lipid-peptide membranes of living cells. The ¯ndings demonstrate
that the compounds studied are able to donate more electron and proton in water
medium than in gas phase. The stereoisomers studied reveal comparable ability to
donate electron, proton and hydrogen atom. In trans,trans-cynarine O1H1 and O6H6
groups are the most e®ective donors of proton and hydrogen atom. However, on the
basis of the computed AIP values the most active system of electron transfer seems
to be silybin. The most energetically stable conformations of chlorogenic acid
and geometric stereoisomers of cynarine have practically strictly planar skeleton of
trans-stilbene moiety in the environments studied. The strictly planar structure of
this fragment provides energetically preferable delocalization of the HOMO orbital
over this skeleton. Moreover, strictly planar geometry of trans-stilbene moiety in
phenoxy radicals and cation radicals determines energetically favorable delocalization
of unpaired electron. However, the catechol moiety is responsible for strong antioxidant properties of the compounds studied. The results obtained indicate that the
therapeutic action of these substance in the human liver can be realized by the
e®ective scavenging of harmful free radicals. To explain this pharmaceutical property
further experiments are needed. Additionally, the synthesis and biological evaluation
of new analogues of the compounds studied towards their antioxidant capacity should
be performed.
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